Epidemiology and reporting of randomized trials employing re-randomization of patient groups: a systematic survey.
Trials employing re-randomization of some or all participants provide opportunities for determining optimal dosing and dosing schedules, potential disease modifying effects, direct comparisons between drugs, and salvage therapy for patients failing their assigned treatments. To date, no data exists about their prevalence, epidemiology, or quality. We undertook a systematic review of all trials re-randomizing patients. Using explicit search criteria, we searched 11 electronic databases independently, in duplicate. We additionally searched pharmaceutical company websites for unpublished studies. We extracted data on the epidemiology of trials, year published, characteristics of the purpose of the re-randomization, what groups of patients were re-randomized, and methodological issues, including allocation, concealment, sequence generation, blinding, intention to treat, and appropriate sample size calculations. We found 65 trials. All trials were reported in English. Of these, 21 employed re-randomization to determine optimal dosing, 8 for optimal dose-scheduling, 3 for salvage therapy, 0 for estimating disease modifying effects, 24 as direct comparison trials, 9 as standard efficacy trials--that did not require re-randomization, and 3 as withdrawal of treatment trials. The median sample size of the period prior to re-randomization is 180 [interquartile range (IQR) 83-480] and after re-randomization is 104 [IQR 36 to 246]. Studies lost a median of 8% of eligible patients from period 1 to period 2 [IQR 0 to 17]. Studies were published between 1975 and 2005, with the vast majority (71%) published since 1995. The findings of our review indicate that trials employing re-randomization are relatively rare, have poor reporting of important methodological features, and, in some circumstances, fail to take advantage of the benefits that re-randomization can permit.